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Automation Fair 2015
November 18-19, 2015
Show hours are:
• Wednesday, November 18th from 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM
		
• Thursday, November 19th from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

McCormick Place
2301 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
Kendall Electric has reserved a limited number of hotel rooms for
Tuesday and Wednesday night at the Hotel Chicago Downtown,
located at 333 N. Dearborn. The hotel is located about 3 miles
from the Convention Center. Register for Kendall Electric’s Hotel
and Hospitality Package as well as the Automation Fair Event at:

af.kendallelectric.com
For additional information about the event, including
booths, forums, hands-on labs and technical sessions,
click on the Pre-Show Program below or visit:
http://af.kendallelectric.com/files/af_brochure.pdf

We look forward
to experiencing
this year's
Automation Fair
with you!
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Stratix 5410 Industrial
Distribution Switch
By: Dustin Sims - Automation Engineer - Cleveland, TN
Rockwell Automation has expanded the Stratix™ portfolio of
industrial switches once again with the release of the Stratix 5410.
The Allen-Bradley® Stratix 5410™ Industrial Distribution Switch
is a 19” rack mount design with a rugged exterior, rear mounting
capabilities and multiple fiber port options. This switch is an ideal
solution for a centralized point of network distribution. The addition
of this switch allows you to get the full value out of your network
infrastructure, especially in industrial environments where conditions
are not quite as cozy as your typical IT closet.
The Stratix 5410 lineup includes (4) 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) ports,
along with (24) GE ports providing high performance capabilities
for networks where high-bandwidth support is needed. This switch
can be used as a layer 2 access switch or a layer 3 routing switch
providing scalability for use in various applications. It also supports
up to 12 ports of Power over Ethernet (PoE/PoE+) to help minimize
hardware and cabling as well as Multi-port Network Address
Translation (NAT) to provide centralized high performance node
commissioning.
When setup and used as a layer 2 switch,
the Stratix 5410 is an ideal solution for heavy
industrial applications where resiliency is
often required or where high performance
end devices, such as video or telephony,
are needed. When used as a Layer 3 switch,
the Stratix 5410 provides routing capabilities
between segmented networks for better
performance and protection from unwanted
network traffic. Segmenting your network
helps simplify network security management
by building domains of trust.
As with most of the other switches in the Stratix™ portfolio, the Stratix 5410 offers the same programming and support tools
that both the Operations Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT) professionals are already familiar with. This includes embedded Cisco technology that your IT professionals are already accustomed to. With easy integration into Studio
5000 Automation Engineering and Design Environment, FactoryTalk View faceplates and Add-on Profiles can be leveraged
for simplified configuration and monitoring. This increased level of integration helps you experience easier commissioning
and faster diagnostics retrieval. Simplified configuration and device replacement is handled by storing firmware and configuration on the built in Secure Digital (SD) card.
Ask your Kendall Electric
Account Manager or
Automation Engineer for
more information.
Sources include
information from:
ab.rockwellautomation.com
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Update: ROK Catalog iPad App
Now, not only can you configure a part, but you can add
multiple items of different quantities to a project file that is
maintained in My Projects tab. Each project is defined by a
“Project Name” and what the project is “For”. The My Project List can be sorted by either of these topics.

You learned about the ROK Catalog iPad app in our October 2014 edition of the Connection. You can review that
article at: http://www.kendallelectric.com/informationportal/
Archives/2014-october-The-Connection.pdf
Hopefully you have found how helpful this app is with
configuring part numbers for Rockwell Automation, AllenBradley, and Encompass Partner products. The combination of this app and the mobility of the iPad, have proven
to be very valuable to me, especially since I am on the go
most of the time.

Once you have completed building the material list for a
project, you can use the “share” function to email the project to anyone. Within the body of the email is the quantity
and description of each product along with links to additional product information. In addition, there is a CSV file
attached with the complete list of all of the products for that
project.

Recently the ROK Catalog App received a great addition to
expand its capability......MY PROJECTS!

Continued on next page...
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By: Lee Baughn - Automation Engineer - Birmingham, AL
...Continued from previous page.

Let’s Talk LED WaveStreamTM
Technology
By: Rick Krogel - Account Manager - Benton Harbor, MI
I would like to share some awesome LED technology that has
changed the way we design and calculate lighting projects.
This new WaveStream technology gives us the tools we
need to provide our customers with the most advanced and
optimized light output at an affordable price. This LED lighting
product provides an opportunity to eliminate fixtures along
with receiving a better and more efficient light output.
Kendall Electric has recognized the need to stock a number
of these fixtures from the Eaton / Cooper Lighting family. The
Encounter, SkyRidge and Cruze recessed fixtures in 2X2 and
2x4, which are some of the most predominate in the industry.
Also available are factory installed occupancy sensors and
0-10V dimming capability.
Eaton / Cooper Lighting WaveStream series of product is
the first to deliver a whole new definition of ambient lighting
by blending contemporary lighting with Eaton’s proprietary
WaveStream LED. These fixtures are all DLC (Design Lights
Consortium) qualified; which is a qualifying requirement when
applying for rebates from your local utilities.

I would also like to share a project with you that we did at a
local hospital. Their existing 4 Lamp T12 fixtures were ready
for a make-over, using 142 Watts each and just not performing as well as they would like. They decided to try 4 of the
Encounter 70W LED fixtures in the Facilities Managers office.
After one week I paid a visit to the facility and the new lighting exceeded my expectations. They were pleased with the
product as well. Since that time, the hospital has purchased
over 250 Encounter fixtures from us, resulting in over a 50%
reduction in KWH usage and also a generous rebate from the
utilities.
To find out more information regarding WaveSteam Technology fixtures contact your local Kendall Electric location. We
would be glad to help you with your next lighting project.

If you are interested in learning more about utility
rebates, contact your local Kendall Electric branch.
Many of us have worked closely with our local
utilities and have found some great rebates for our
customers. We would be happy to assist with your
design and rebate calculations in the near future.
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Reduce Costs, Accelerate Start-up and Boost
Reliability with On-MachineTM Solutions
“On-Machine” is a control design philosophy that moves the
industrial controls and hardware closer to the application or
on the machine while minimizing the number of components
in the cabinet. Although many of these controls have always
been on the machine, such as sensors, push buttons, tower
lights, and connection systems, the complete On-Machine
strategy involves taking controls that are traditionally found in
an enclosure and moving them out to the application as well.

can often be installed by less technically-trained personnel,
providing more flexibility with the workforce. Using plug-andplay components even simplifies design effort and engineering
documentation.
On-Machine architectures also reduce the need for maintenance technicians and operators to access a control panel
every time they have to check a connection or make an
adjustment. Instead, they can efficiently isolate problems and
replace a starter or I/O locally, rather than sorting through a
complex panel. This gets the machine up and running again
both faster and safer.

Although the world outside the enclosure may not seem appropriate for many of today’s panel-based industrial controls,
the ideal On-Machine component has several key features
to enable this migration. Its housing is typically “hardened”
to IP67 enclosure standards in order to withstand the harsh
environments often found on
the factory floor. It tends to be
modular and compact in design,
with plug-and-play electronic
capabilities to ease installation
and setup. It can be used as
part of a flexible communication network including both
standard and intelligent devices.
On-Machine solutions are also
connectorized for quick system
assembly using IP67 connection
systems instead of traditional
wiring in conduit.

Startup and commissioning time also are critical, and On-Machine solutions can reduce
both considerably. Due to
the modularity and simplified
connectivity of components,
On-Machine designs allow
OEMs to more cost efficiently
build a machine at their site,
pretest it, and then disassemble it for transport to an
end user’s plant.
Equally important for end
users is the flexibility of being
able to relocate equipment
and make additions with relative ease.

The obvious benefit of moving
products out of an enclosure
and putting them directly on the
machine is the reduced panel
space required for an On-Machine system. Secondly, the wiring system is greatly simplified
because many connections between components can reside
on the machine instead of running back and forth between enclosures. Although the purchase cost of individual components
may be slightly higher, the reduction in wiring complexity is so
substantial that the decreased wiring time and conduit installation costs make the overall solution more economical.

The On-Machine approach
also allows OEMs to provide
standard product offerings
once considered to be custom applications. In the material
handling industry, for example, conveyors once sold as large
customized systems can now be sold in standard ten-foot
sections. This allows for reduced OEM engineering, quicker
delivery times, and increased flexibility for the end user.
The migration to the On-Machine approach, like most industrial innovations, will be driven by economics as companies
continue to refine their understanding of true assembly and
installation costs. OEMs and end users will see different cost
advantages depending on their particular industry and equipment environment.

The end result: the larger and more complex the machine, the
greater the potential savings during assembly. A recent study
by a consortium of European manufacturers and machine
tool technology groups concluded that On-Machine assembly
costs are up to 30% less than conventional methods.

The ability of these solutions to reduce wiring and system
costs, improve Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), enhance control
system reliability, increase productivity, and promote flexibility
will make On-Machine solutions a common strategy for reducing costs and increasing reliability of both OEM and end user
control systems.

The features afforded by On-Machine components result in
many other benefits, such as decreased systems troubleshooting and repair time as well as enhanced control system
reliability—with prewired connection there is less manual wiring, resulting in reduced wiring errors and fewer wiring points
to check. Plus, the plug-together connectorized components

Continued on next page...
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...Continued from previous page.

By: Eric Paquette - Automation Engineer - Grand Rapids, MI

On Machine New Products
Today’s On-Machine solutions include a very complete product portfolio with the most recent addition
of the ArmorStratix 5700 Ethernet Switches, the Armor ControlLogix, and the Armor GuardLogix
Programmable Automation Controllers (PAC’s).
The Armor ControlLogix and Armor GuardLogix controllers are full featured ControlLogix Systems which provide:
•
•
•
•
•

IP67 dust and washdown protection
Two Ethernet cards with Device Level Ring (DLR)
24 VDC Power with pass-through
Visible LEDs for information and diagnostics
SIL 3, PLe, CAT 4 safety rating (Armor GuardLogix)

Armor ControlLogix - Armor GuardLogix

While also providing ease of access to:
•
•
•
•

Controller Mode Switch
Secure Digital (SD) Card port
USB port
Power Supply switch

ArmorStratix 5700

The ArmorStratix 5700 Ethernet switches provide the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

IP67 dust and washdown protection
Minimizes hardware in the control cabinet
Simplifies device replacement via SD card storing entire configuration
Provides Power-over-Ethernet (PoE), gigabit ports and IEEE 1588 support
Enables secure integration with enterprise network using Cisco Internet
Operating System (IOS)
• Integrated Device Level Ring (DLR) connectivity to optimize the network
architecture
• Integrated Network Address Translation (NAT) which provides 1:1 IP address mapping
• Provides Premier Integration (CIP-enabled) to the Rockwell Automation Integrated Architecture® system
o Predefined Logix tags to retrieve diagnostics
o FactoryTalk® View Faceplates for status monitoring and alarming
o Offers Studio 5000 Automation Engineering and Design Environment™ add-on profiles for configuration and
monitoring
Other products to complete the On-Machine product line include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Starters – ArmorStart and ArmorStartLT
Cordsets
Distribution Boxes
Safety Connection Systems
Network Media – for Ethernet, ControlNet, and DeviceNet
Ethernet Switches – ArmorStratix 5700
Distributed I/O – 1732D/E – ArmorBlock, Armor WeldBlock, 1738 - ArmorPoint
Power Media – including the PS-1607-XT power supply
Controllers – Armor ControlLogix, Armor GuardLogix
HMI – MobileView

If you would like to learn more about On-Machine solutions or products, please contact your local Kendall Electric
Automation Engineer or Account Manager.
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Changing our Perspective from Security
Cameras to Camera Systems
By: Rob Rodriguez-Pelizzari - Datacomm Specialist - Lansing, MI
We are just starting to tap into the potential of what camera
systems are capable of doing. The idea of calling them
security camera systems is outdated. We should look at
them now as an extension of our sight, with playback capability. With this new perspective, where can our customers
use the potential to extend their sight with playback? The
answer is everywhere. It is perfectly ok for a customer to
have multiple systems to cater to their various needs. For
example, in an industrial setting our customers may want
to watch their automated equipment in a specific work cell.
Using a 2 to 4 camera system and a flat panel TV, they can
create view for the operator to see several milestones of
the manufacturing process at a time.
I’m not suggesting that companies should all implement a
camera system and layoff Laverne and Shirley; I’m suggesting that Laverne and Shirley utilize the cameras to
enhance their ability to perform their jobs well. In addition,
these separate work cell camera systems can be joined
together to allow a complete view of a plant’s manufacturing process.

amazing view of the focal area.
New this fall!
Crest has added an AHD (Analog HD)
security video platform, which will offer 720p HD resolution across standard coaxial cable and
BNC connectors. This gives customers the opportunity to
upgrade antiquated equipment, without the higher cost,
complexity, and network infrastructure
associated with IP/HD.
The AHD recorders will recognize older version analog
cameras (960H and below); you decide how many cameras to keep, or upgrade it all at once! AHD cameras can
adapt to older DVR’s as well, allowing camera replacement
before DVR swap. This 720p format can travel 300M over
RG59 and 500M on RG6. Crest’s AHD recorders will utilize the same remote interface options as their other existing platforms for 960H and IP – ONE CMS and APP for all!
For larger IP systems, there are affordable 2.4MP and
higher options, with easy-to-setup NVR’s and POE capabilities. Real time, all camera playback (while recording) is
unique at their cost levels, and they utilize the highest quality, 24/7 read/write surveillance hard drives money can buy.

Crest Electronics has some great products that marry well into the industrial
setting. The Crest CCN-4824S-21 IP
Camera has an IP66 rated housing, 2.4
megapixel camera with IR and a 2.812mm varifocal lens. This camera is perfectly suited for most industrial settings.
These cameras are backed by a three year warranty and
customer service that strives to answer any technical or
site specific questions you may have.

The Crest CCN-2824F-20 Full HD
Turret IP Camera, although not weather
proof, is a great option because of its
incredibly small footprint. It fits in a
very small confined space and gives an
THE CONNECTION
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Not all LEDs are Alike
By: Tim Rhodes - Sales Manager - Lansing, MI

The top 3 things to consider when choosing LEDs
for cold storage and other facilities
While LEDs in general offer significant advantages over
conventional lighting in cold storage applications, not all LED
products are created equal. Distinct differences in the design of the three most critical components—optical control,
thermal management and electrical design—can mean the
difference between a successful fixture and a failure.
When comparing products to fit any application—cold storage or otherwise—consider these factors:
• Optical control: The best LED-based fixtures not only
maximize the usable light and do so with a minimum number
of fixtures, they also offer directionally controlled lighting
to strategically place the light where it is needed most and
deliver the most benefit from each kWh consumed. In cold
storage applications, optical control means eliminating the
light wasted on the walls and the tops of racks when it’s really the workplane that needs to be illuminated.

automatically reduce its output to compensate, dimming its
own light before shutting down in an orderly fashion to prevent failure of the fixture.
• Electrical design: Energy efficiency is one of the key areas
where LEDs outshine conventional lighting in virtually any
application. But, this benefit is highly dependent on the
power efficiency of the fixture itself—the power supply must
deliver enough current to generate the advertised lumens,
but not so much as to overpower the system. Fixtures that
make use of off-the-shelf power supplies are restricted to the
pre-configured drive current—typically 350 or 700 milliamps.
With no control over the components of an electrical system, many manufacturers overdrive the LEDs causing them
to burn brighter at first, but ultimately compromising fixture
life. This results in less uniform light output over time and
unplanned maintenance when the fixtures fail before their
stated lifetime.

While some manufacturers place bare LEDs directly onto a
printed circuit board, the best optical designs are found in
LED systems that combine a reflector based system or total
internal reflection (TIR) optics with strategically placed and
angled LEDs to achieve the most uniform light appearance
and ensure that the advertised lumens per watt are actually
delivered where they’re needed.
• Thermal management: While this is obviously a major concern in cold storage, heat management is one of the most
critical factors in successful overall LED lighting design, as it
directly impacts both efficiency and lifetime of the fixture. Improper thermal design will dramatically shorten the life of the
fixture, essentially erasing the longevity benefits promised
by LED technology. The most advanced LED fixtures not
only successfully dissipate heat from the LEDs themselves
through the heatsink, but also manage heat loss from the
driver and minimize conducted heat reaching the driver.
Look for LED fixture manufacturers that can provide In-Situ
Temperature Measurement Tests (ISTMT) from an accredited third-party lab. These tests reveal the junction temperature of the hottest LED on the fixture, which can be compared to the LED chip manufacturer’s LM-80 data to suggest
how long the LEDs can last.
In addition to proper thermal design, LED fixture manufacturers offer a thermal overload protection feature. This feature
will ensure that - should the fixture get too hot - the unit will
THE CONNECTION
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To overcome this obstacle, integrated, purpose-built power
supplies allow the manufacturer to adjust the drive current
to balance optimum light output with fixture life and deliver a
more uniform light output over a longer span.
Manufacturers that successfully balance these three disciplines through a holistic systems approach to LED lighting
fixture design can deliver far more advanced and predictable
solutions.
To learn more about Dialight and how their products stand
up to extreme heat and cold visit: www.Dialight.com or contact your local Kendall Electric Account Manager.
OCTOBER 2015

Safety Issues Resolved by Retrofitting
Existing Plant Lighting
By: Pat Curtsinger - Sales Manager - Knoxville, TN

the existing fixtures. In addition, the lamp sockets were
made of a Urea based plastic which is not affected by
oils and other chemicals. This significantly reduced the
possibility of lamp socket failure.

A large First-Tier automotive supplier was experiencing
safety issues related to fluorescent lamps falling out of
light fixtures onto the production floor. The issue was
caused by a combination of a mist of cutting oil and
coolant from CNC machining work along with ambient
heat in the environment which caused lamp sockets in
the light fixtures to become brittle and break, causing
the lamps to fall out.

The same customer built a new facility shortly after the
retrofit fixtures were installed in the old plant. Greg
recommended the VA Vaporproof LED fixture from ESI
which eliminated the lamp and socket issue altogether.
This fixture is totally enclosed with a lens and stainless
steel clamps. Due to it being an LED fixture, no lamps
are required. In addition to correcting a potential safety
hazard, the customer was able to achieve approximately 25% in energy savings compared to the T8 fluorescent fixtures used in the old facility.

Kendall Account Manager Greg McMahan worked
with Energy Solutions International (ESI) to develop a
solution. ESI is a manufacturer of innovative, energyefficient LED, Fluorescent and Plasma based lighting
fixtures and retrofit kits. ESI develops creative lighting
solutions utilizing quality components from suppliers
such as OSRAM Sylvania.

Contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager for assistance with light fixture savings and solutions.

To resolve the issue at the automotive plant, ESI developed a new 4 lamp T8 fixture which reduced the heat
compared to the heat generated by the T5 lamps in
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The Safe Side of Grace
By: Chris Jutte - Account Manager - Fort Wayne, IN

Growing up as a kid, you might remember your mom
saying to you in the yard, “Stay away from the road, just
to be on the safe side”. And at the store, “Stay close to
me so you don’t get lost, just to be on the safe side”. And
you probably also heard, “Don’t get to close to Billy while
he is sick, just to be on the safe side”. I was an only child
and my mom was pretty protective so I was always told
to be, “on the safe side”. So when I talk about the Safe
Side of Grace Engineered products it may bring back
memories for you too.

Permanent Electrical Safety Devices (PESDs) are a family of electrical components hardwired to a source of voltages and installed into electrical systems. They enable
workers to verify the voltage status of equipment without
exposure to the hazard. PESDs reduce the likelihood of
arc flash and shock hazard because they diminish voltage exposure, provide voltage labeling on all sources
and allow for 24/7/365 visual and/or audible indication of
voltage. Proper implementation and selection of PESDs
greatly increases the prospect that a worker performing
LOTO will have no exposure to voltage, and in some
cases, requires no additional personal protection equipment (PPE) beyond the normal 8 cal/cm2 daily wear.
A PESD mounted on the outside of the panel provides
workers with the ability to see and check all possible voltage sources. Depending on which PESD is installed on
the panel, the combination of visual, audible and physical
action required by the worker creates an electrically safer
work condition. Understanding the unique properties,
functionality and installation requirements of each kind
of PESD is essential to empowering users in the process
of selecting the most suitable device for their specific
application.

Grace Engineered products helps keep employees safe
on the safe side of electrical cabinets - the outside! You
may know Grace for their through-door Grace ports.
Grace has other ways of keeping you safe with their
Safeside line of products such as the IR Windows, Voltage portals and Voltage Indicators.
Grace offers both crystal and polymer lenses for their IR
Windows. You increase electrical safety and compliance
to NFPA 70E / CSA Z462 with SafeSide® IR Viewing
Windows. By shutting the door on open-door infrared
inspections, workers can reduce requirements for PPE.
Grace has your standard round
viewing Windows. In addition to
the round windows, they have
square and rectangle sizes
available.

Please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager
to discuss the options you have with Grace Engineered
Products. You can also view the vast line of products by
visiting www.graceport.com. Then you can tell your mom
that your practicing what she preached by staying “on the
Safeside”. I’m sure she will be happy!

The other way Grace helps reduce your arc flash hazards and PPE is the voltage portals and voltage indicators. These can be used together or individually.
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Rockwell Automation Introduces a New
Universal Family of 1494U Disconnects
By: Jeff Collins - Account Manager - Grand Rapids, MI

Modular design and worldwide certifications
put the “U” in Universal
Rockwell Automation has introduced a great improvement
to its current disconnect design. Providing the extra level
of visual ON or OFF indication of a knife-blade disconnect
design, our Bulletin 1494U Universal Disconnect Switches
have UL, CSA, and CE ratings in one product line. You
can choose from a number of styles and options to meet
your specific needs, including non-fusible or fusible versions. These universal disconnect switches are unique in
they can be connected for rod or cable operation in the
field. With the cable option, you also have the flexibility
to mount the switch anywhere in the panel, regardless of
where the handle is located.
Features & Benefits
• Smaller foot print - up to 50% less panel space
required
• Ease of installation – Modular components with
simple instructions in both printed and video
formats
• Thinner cable design – more flexibility with six
inch bend diameter
• Switch design - integrates phase barriers with
line and load markings into the switch body
• Fuse barriers - scored for different fuse lengths
and included with each fuse block
• Snap-on accessories – faster installation

Panel builders can take advantage of enhanced safety for
customers with the optional one piece back-of-hand cover
designed to protect against the line and load sides of the
switch.
Snap-on auxiliary contacts provide status notification to
the control system.
The disconnect switches are also in compliance with
NFPA 79—as the switch, operating mechanism and
handle are connected, whether the panel door is open or
closed.
Contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager to migrate
to the new 1494U products.
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Hubbell MotorQuick
Quick Disconnect Switches
By: James Pierce - Account Manager - Montgomery, AL

sary LINKOSITY components. When a motor fails and
needs to be replaced, most of the work will already be
done. Simply disconnect power, unplug the cable on the
existing motor and hook it up to the newly installed one.

Replacing a failed motor that is
critical to production can add up
to costly downtime and replacement. Hubbell’s MotorQuick Quick Disconnect Switch
allows for faster installation and replacement of motors,
decreasing downtime and increasing plant productivity.
The design is two-fold and will reduce motor replacement
time by 65%.

It’s not a question of if, but rather when a motor will fail,
and by implementing the MotorQuick QD Switch you can
save hundreds, or even thousands of dollars in downtime
and replacement costs.

First is the LINKOSITY power system. This innovative
design utilizes a modular “Plug and Play” wiring method
that enables fast installation and high performance. The
TC-ER cable has the crush and impact resistance of MC
cable and is rated for exposed runs in permanent applications, making it abuse resistant and code compliant.
Pre-wiring a LINKOSITY male inlet to the junction box of
a spare motor allows for the majority of the work to be
done while timing is convenient, not critical.

Please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or
Inside Sales Professional for more details.

Second, is the versatility of the CircuitLock motor disconnect switches, which can be used on motors up to 20HP.
These switches are available in NEMA 1 and NEMA 4X
enclosures, have lockable handles for OSHA Lockout/
Tagout requirements, and come prewired with the neces-

EDGE Eyewear
By: Mitch Farrington - Account Manager - Grand Rapids, MI
Edge Eyewear provides solutions that meet a broad range
of specific needs for different work environments and various facial structures. Their line includes polarized lenses,
Vapor Shield anti-fog technology, foam gaskets, XL fits,
magnifiers, ladies glasses, and more. Edge safety-rated
glasses can be worn comfortably all day, which makes using
eye protection easy.
Edge Eyewear glasses are tested in independent laboratories to ensure their compliance with ANSI Z87.1+2010 and
Military Ballistic MCEPS GL-PD 10-12 standards. All Edge
lenses block 99.9% of UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation and
are coated to reduce scratching.

Brazeau Forest Camo Frame /
Smoke Lenses

The Brazeau’s modern wrap-around design is safety-rated
to perform on the job and look great off the clock. Its flexible
and durable frame has foam nose pads that make these
glasses easy to wear all day. A sleek brow guard blocks light
from above and recessed lens cavities prevent airflow from
drying out the eyes. The models above have smoke lenses
that provide the perfect all-around tint for bright light conditions. This popular lens color blocks the brightest sunrays
and glare without creating color distortion.

Brazeau Torque Matte Black Frame w/ Red E
/ Smoke Lenses

Contact your local Kendall Electric location for EDGE
Eyewear products.
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Wittenstein - World Class Supplier
for Mechanical Components
By: Pat Morrissey - Automation Specialist - Holland, MI
Kendall Electric has been a distributor for Wittenstein
(formally known as Alpha Gear Reducers) for more than 15
years now, but a lot of our customers are not aware of the
specialized motors, custom gear reducer configurations,
actuators, and linear systems they have to offer. Wittenstein is not just a gear reducer manufacturer anymore!
With more than 1700 employees worldwide and 25 subsidiaries and partners, Wittenstein is one of our world class
suppliers for mechanical components.
There is also a version in the RPM+ Actuator.

Wittenstein introduced the industry’s first servo rated gear
reducer in 1983 and has sold over 2 million reducers now.
Through their continuous improvements in manufacturing and increased inventory at the local assembly plant in
Bartlett, IL, Wittenstein has significantly reduced lead times
- now down to 1- 3 days on their LP series and some other
series as well.
One new product is the economic alpha CP (also known
as the alphira). These are an
Inline low cost gear reducer,
single built (adapter plate integral), with ratios up to 100:1
and max input speeds of 4800
to 800 RPM. This series is
best suited for light industrial.
The Alpha TP+ is a compact Inline design and now offers
new Hypoid options for monitoring output torque through
an integrated torque transducer. These units have a flange
mount design that make it extremely compact as well as
offering a 1 arc/min backlash spec. With ratios up to 100:1
and max input
speeds of 3000
to 6000 RPM,
and similar
styles rated up
to 40,000 Nm
of torque, it can
be the perfect
solution for your
application.

Another new option for the right angle precision TK+/TPK+
is a spindle option for direct drive onto a ball screw. The
load can be directly mounted to the output flange. These
offer a very compact, lightweight, right angle design, along
with a high radial and axial load capacity. This series has
a low backlash of less than 4 arc/min thru the life of the
gearbox.

A new product that is out now is the alpha RP+ and RPK+
series (pictured right). These units feature an enhanced
output bearing for load capacity, and mounting flange slots
for faster, easier mounting. Built on a similar platform as
the TP+ and TPK+ high torque series, this series is specially designed for HPLS (rack and pinion linear systems).

Continued on next page...
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...Continued from previous page.
The TPM+ power/TPM+ dynamic and high torque servo
rotary actuator are the most compact rotary actuators available. These units have superior power, performance, along
with a very sleek and powerful design. This series also has
a water cooled endurance version. They can be integrated
and powered by the Rockwell Kinetix series of servo drives.

There is also a line of actuators call the ternary series.
These come in rotary style, linear cylinder, and rodless
slider styles as well.

Rotary ternary
• With or without planetary gear reducer
• Right-angle version available
• Torques up to 3Nm (27 in. lb.) at the motor
• Speed: up to 5000 RPM

LInear Cylinder ternary
• Inline or folded
• Up to 300 mm (12 in.) stroke
• Force: 600 N (130 lb.) continuous, 1000 N (220 lb.)
peak

Wittenstein also has a hygienic design called the axenia
value. These have an electropolished surface treatment,
hygienic 316L stainless steel, PTFE shaft, IP69K protection, with food grade lube and they are EHEDG certified.
They are designed according to 3_A and FDA standard.

Rodless Slider ternary
• Up to 700 mm (28 in.) travel
• Froce: 300 N (60 lb.) continuous, 400 N (85 lb.) peak
• Speed: up to 1 m/s (40 in./s)
We at Kendall and Wittenstein look at a gearbox and
actuators as a machine system. Our sizing philosophy is
a proper sized solution, which increases efficiency, decreases drive size and decreases cost. We work with the
engineers at Wittenstein to ensure the solution we offer is
the best possible, for cost and longevity of your equipment.
Please contact your local Kendall Electric Account Manager
for more information, to review your application requirements, or for assistance in sizing and getting a quotation.
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KENDALL ELECTRIC LOCATIONS

MI

Alpena, MI 49707 Battle Creek, MI 49037 Benton Harbor, MI 49022 Cadillac, MI 49601 Coldwater, MI 49036 Grand Haven, MI 49417
646 E. Chicago Rd.
1436 Fulton Ave.
1240 US23 North
909 W. 13th Street
131 Grand Trunk Ave
1405 South M-139
517-278-4518
616-844-7017
989-356-3411
231-775-9734
269-965-6897
269-925-3244
1-800-695-5464
1-800-968-3411
1-800-442-1711
Fax : 269-965-6899
1-800-255-5214

Grand Rapids, MI 49504 Grand Rapids-S. MI 49512
4525 44th St. SE
832 Scribner Ave., N.W.
616-459-8327
616-459-8327
1-800-968-9880
1-800-442-2523

Holland, MI 49424
11581 Greenway Dr.
616-396-4625
1-800-968-4625

Jenison, MI 49428
6726 Roger Dr.
616-662-0185
1-800-968-9880

Lansing, MI 48917 Midland, MI 48642
4600 James Savage Rd.
7633 Lanac St.
989-496-3600
517-322-2411
1-800-968-3600
1-800-292-0802

Muskegon, MI 49442
1699 Wierengo Dr.
231-773-6621
1-800-968-6621

Portage, MI 49002
Petoskey, MI 49770
1915 Fochtman Ind. Park Dr. 5101 S. Sprinkle Rd.
269-345-0101
231-347-2646
1-800-227-3674

Saginaw, MI 48604
5420 Davis Rd.
989-752-4181
1-800-968-4181

Sturgis, MI 49091 Three Rivers, MI 49093 Traverse City, MI 49686 Wyoming, MI 49509
1100 58th St. SW
2458 N Aero Park Ct.
1201 W. Broadway
700 N. Centerville Rd.
616-406-1555
231-946-7262
269-273-8644
269-651-9495
1-800-968-7262
1-800-632-2011
1-800-916-1958

Angola, IN 46703
2795 Woodhull Drive
260-665-2098
1-800-525-2842

Auburn, IN 46706
1200 S. Grandstaff Ave.
260-927-1530
1-800-368-1017

Fort Wayne, IN 46825 Kendallville, IN 46755 La Porte, IN 46350 Mishawaka, IN 46544
915 Boyd Blvd.  
415 Ley Road
109 S. Allen Chapel Rd.
4905 Lincolnway E.
219-362-2019
260-484-0755
260-347-3190
574-259-0026
1-800-728-4331
1-800-552-0999
1-800-525-2841
1-800-682-4528
219- 872-0628 Mich. City

IN
Warsaw, IN 46580
1095 Fisher Ave.
574-267-8168
1-800-421-5214

TN

AL

Birmingham, AL 35222 Montgomery, AL 36116 Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
3317 5th Ave. S.
1323 Whigham Pl.
6064 Perimeter Pkwy.
205-254-3192
205-759-5716
334-356-1845
1-800-605-3192
800-263-8393
1-866-711-8021

Chattanooga, TN 37408 Cleveland,TN 37323
2310 Rossville Blvd.
2395 Shady Lane
423-698-4471
423-479-2639
1-888-263-6673
1-800-472-4547

Oak Ridge, TN 37830 Pigeon Forge, TN 37863
745 Emory Valley Rd.
117 Golf Rd.
865-482-4906
865-453-4638
1-800-832-8742
1-800-532-8742

Jackson, TN 37801
25 American Dr.
731-423-0134
1-800-467-1155

GA

Kingsport, TN 37660 Knoxville, TN 37922
1241 Jan Way
170 Mabry Hood Rd.
423-246-8151
865-546-8755
1-800-775-3530
1-800-532-8742

Dalton, GA 30720
1020 S. Hamilton St.
706-275-4400
1-800-342-7629
Newport, TN 37821
133 Highway 25E
423-623-5650
1-888-264-0411

Contact the Kendall Electric location nearest you
for all of your electrical and datacom needs.

5101 South Sprinkle Road | Portage MI 49002 | Phone: 269.978.3838 | Toll Free: 800.632.5422 | Fax: 269.381.6348
kendallelectric.com

